
New Beginnings 
 

 

Soprano      Alto 

 

Morning moon fades from sight    Morning moon fades from sight 

Rising sun brings the dawn’s first light   Rising sun brings the dawn’s first light 

The world awakes with a song of life   The world awakes with a song of life 

And a new beginning     And a new beginning 

 

Winter yields to the warmth of spring   Winter yields to the warmth of spring 

Fledgling bird from the nest takes wing   Fledgling bird from the nest takes wing 

Life reveals all the change it brings   Life reveals all the change it brings 

With a new beginning     With a new beginning 

 

For in this moment there’s a promise made  For in this moment there’s a promise made 

For hope renewed on this new day   For hope renewed on this new day 

Moving gently with the winds of change   Moving gently with the winds of change 

We carry on      We carry on 

 

Mountain stream born of sun on snow   Mountain stream born of sun on snow 

Wind your way to the fields below   Wind your way to the fields below 

And join in time where the river flows   And join in time where the river flows 

And a new beginning     And a new beginning 

 

For in this moment there’s a promise made  For in this moment there’s a promise made 

For hope renewed on this new day   For hope renewed on this new day 

Moving gently with the winds of change   Moving gently with the winds of change 

We carry on      We carry on 

 

Lightning flash cross a darkened sky   Lightning flash cross a darkened sky 

Thunder crash in the still of night   Thunder crash in the still of night 

With the rain, a gift of life    With the rain, a gift of life 

(And a new) And a new beginning   And a new, a new beginning 

(Like the sunrise) Like the sun…   Like the sunrise, brings a new day 

Like the wind takes a new direction   Like the wind takes a new direction 

We carry on, carry on…     We carry on… 

 

 

 

 


